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Via email:  ROGERS@DEO.MYFLORIDA.COM 

 
October 2, 2014 
 
Scott Rogers 
Department of Economic Opportunity 
107 East Madison Street  
Caldwell Building  
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-4120 
 
Dear Mr. Rogers, 
 
Re: Proposed Hendry County “Sugar Hill” Sector Plan 
 
 On behalf of the Florida Wildlife Federation, the National Parks 
Conservation Association, the Sierra Club, 1000 Friends of Florida, the Sanibel 
Captiva Conservation Association and Rhonda Roff, we object to the proposed 
Sugar Hill Sector Plan, and submit the following specific objections and 
comments for consideration by the County, the Dept. of Economic Opportunity 
(DEO), and other agencies as they review and consider this proposed Sector 
Plan.  

 
We agree that economic diversity and opportunity is an appropriate 

goal for Hendry County. We support efforts to diversify the County’s 
economy, through efforts such as expanding ecotourism, recruiting high–tech 
industry, diversifying agriculture, and generating smart economic and business 
growth in locations that do not compromise economically important water 
management, water supply, flood protection and Everglades’ restoration 
efforts. The County has recently approved two other Sector plans that authorize 
very substantial amounts of commercial and residential development.     

 
This Sector Plan’s supporting documents do not explain how it is that 

the other Sector Plans would not allow enough development to provide 
meaningful economic stimulus.  No specific or even conceptual development 
or other projects are identified, other than potential supporting uses in one 
specific area related to the potential privatization of the airport. Any such 
development would not require nearly the amount of acreage or development 
contemplated by this Sector Plan, and should be located clearly outside of areas 
important to the restoration of the Everglades.  

 
Claims about the economic stimulus purposes to be served by the approval of a 
Sector Plan may also be theoretical and speculative. A sector plan approval 
gives the landowner the complete discretion to create any jobs -or not- over 50 
years. It guarantees no economic benefit to the public. Approval of a sector  
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plan allows, but does not require, the approval and construction of land uses or 
development authorized by the terms of the Sector Plan, many or even most of which are 
included in the Sector Plan only to allow flexibility to the landowner if and when it 
decides that market forces make such development or land use economically or otherwise 
viable. There is no compelling reason why the County should not simply amend its plan 
in the future to accommodate a specific project that makes sense at that time. We 
seriously question the need to approve this Sector Plan now.   

 
The Sector Plan would allow the huge amount of farmland to be converted to a 

variety of residential, commercial, industrial and other uses over a 43,000 + acre area.1  
Overall, it increases the allowable uses on a massive 67 square miles in northeast Hendry 
County, primarily designated Agriculture.2 As noted in the submittal package, “[w]ith 
few exceptions, the sector plan property is in active agricultural use.”3  The surrounding 
properties are primarily agriculture uses to the north, west and south; City of Clewiston 
and agriculture uses to the east.4  

 
The Sector Plan proposes a 2060 planning horizon for the development of 18,000 

Residential Units and 25 million square feet of Non-Residential Uses.5  While some have 
suggested that perhaps the development contemplated by the Sector Plan may not occur 
until many years into the future, obviously the law allows the County to issue actual 
development approvals immediately upon the effective date of a Sector Plan.  The DEO’s 
analysis, as is always true of comprehensive plan changes, must assume that the 
development allowed can and will happen and assess the full range of impacts 
accordingly.  

I. The Sector Plan Adversely Impacts Important State Resources & 
Facilities 

The proposed Sector Plan will “adversely impact an important state resource or 
facility.” §163.3184(3), (4), and (5), Fla. Stat.   

A critical factor relative to this plan is that the South Florida Water Management 
District (SFWMD) has existing contractual rights to purchase lands (Option Property) 
within the boundaries of the Sector Plan and has generated plans for use of those lands if 
acquired.  Restoration plans were developed for the Option Property as part of the River 
of Grass restoration planning process as the land is ideally situated to send water south 
and further existing restoration efforts. The SFWMD has stated that “[t]his historic 
transaction provides water managers with the unprecedented opportunity to store and 
treat water on a scale never before envisioned for the benefit of America's Everglades, 

                                                
1 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 1 
2 Sugar Hills Aug. 26, 2014 Submittal package at 9 (Application, p. 1) 
3 Submittal package at 132/363 (Exec. Summ.). 
4 Sugar Hills Aug. 26, 2014 Submittal package at 9 (Application p. 1) 
5 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 2. 
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Lake Okeechobee and the St. Lucie and Caloosahatchee rivers and estuaries.”6 The 
Florida Supreme Court ruled in 2010, the U.S. Sugar purchase "serves the public purpose 
of conserving and protecting water and water-related resources." Miccosukee Tribe of 
Indians of Florida, et al. v. South Florida Water Management District, et al., 48 So. 3d 
811, 830 (Fla. 2010).  
 

The existing water management and storage options developed by SFWMD under 
the River of Grass restoration planning process overlap with lands for which the Sector 
Plan would allow an increased range of uses and development densities and intensities. 
As such, the land use changes in the proposed Sector Plan could impact the District’s 
ability to effectuate the purchase.  The inability to locate those projects on this land 
would adversely impact restoration of Everglades and St. Lucie and Caloosahatchee 
Rivers, which is an issue of statewide importance. 

The Legislature has on numerous occasions expounded upon the crucial 
importance of the Everglades to the State of Florida.  For instance, in the Everglades 
Forever Act, § 373.4592(1) Fla. Stat. the Legislature found:  

“[T]he Everglades ecological system not only contributes to South Florida’s water 
supply, flood control, and recreation, but serves as the habitat for diverse species of 
wildlife and plant life. The system is unique in the world and one of Florida’s 
great treasures. The Everglades ecological system is endangered as a result of 
adverse changes in water quality, and in the quantity, distribution, and timing 
of flows, and, therefore, must be restored and protected.”  (Emphasis added). 
 

More recently, in 2012, the Legislature passed House Bill 1105, which designated 
April 7 of each year as “Everglades Day,” finding that “as one of the largest wetlands in 
the world, the Everglades ecosystem provides water supplies to one in three Floridians 
and is an important aspect of South Florida's tourism7, agricultural, real estate, and 
recreational economies.”  The Legislature further recognized that Everglades National 
Park, which draws an average of 1 million visitors annually, has been designated an 
International Biosphere Reserve, a World Heritage Site, and a Wetland of International 
Importance in recognition of both its local and global significance; that, “continued 
restoration and preservation of the greater Everglades ecosystem. . . are needed to protect 
the habitat of  many species of animals, including 67 endangered species,”  and that “the 
significant economic and ecological importance of the Everglades ecosystem . . . are an 
invaluable part of Florida's heritage and its future.”  

 
The Legislature has acknowledged that the Everglades have been degraded by a 

lack of sufficient water supply and disruption of the natural hydroperiod, finding that  
“improved water supply and hydroperiod management are crucial elements to overall 

                                                
6 http://www.sfwmd.gov/portal/page/portal/pg_grp_sfwmd_koe/pg_sfwmd_koe_restoration_project_plan 
7  See also, the “intent and purpose” section of the Community Planning Act, which identifies tourism as a 
“traditional economic base of this state” which must “be recognized and protected”. §163.3161 (11), Fla. 
Stat. (emphasis added).  The potential impact of the Sector Plan on the important role of the Everglades in 
the tourism economy for all of south Florida clearly qualifies under the terms of the statute. 
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revitalization of the Everglades ecosystem, including Florida Bay” and further expressed 
the State’s intent to “expedite plans and programs for improving water quantity reaching 
the Everglades, correcting long-standing hydroperiod problems, increasing the total 
quantity of water flowing through the system, providing water supply for the Everglades 
National Park, urban and agricultural areas, and Florida Bay, and replacing water 
previously available from the coastal ridge in areas of southern Miami-Dade County. 
Whenever possible, wasteful discharges of fresh water to tide shall be reduced, and the 
water shall be stored for delivery at more optimum times.” §373.4592 (1) (f). This is the 
very problem that would be addressed as a result of the acquisition of the Option Property 
by the SFWMD. 

The lack of sufficient quantities of water for the Everglades and chronic 
hydroperiod disruption is also recognized in legislation relative to the Everglades 
Construction Project. “Water supply management must include improvement of water 
quantity reaching the Everglades, correction of long-standing hydroperiod problems, and 
an increase in the total quantity of water flowing through the system.” Sec. 373.4592(4), 
Fla. Stat.  In order to remedy these problems, the Legislature specifically recognized that 
conservation and protection of Everglades’ water and water-related resources are 
necessary for the public health and welfare, and specifically declared that “certain lands 
may be needed for the treatment or storage of water prior to its release into the 
Everglades Protection Area. The acquisition of real property for this objective constitutes 
a public purpose for which public funds may be expended.” § 373.4592(5), Fla. Stat.  

Similarly, Lake Okeechobee, and the St. Lucie and Caloosahatchee estuaries have 
been impacted by disruptions to their hydrology and high lake levels resulting in 
damaging water releases to the estuaries.   

“[T]he Lake Okeechobee watershed, the Caloosahatchee River watershed, 
and the St. Lucie River watershed are critical water resources of the state, 
providing many economic, natural habitat, and biodiversity functions 
benefiting the public interest, including agricultural, public, and 
environmental water supply; flood control; fishing; navigation and 
recreation; and habitat to endangered and threatened species and other 
flora and fauna.”  “[C]hanges in land uses, the construction of the Central 
and Southern Florida Project, and the loss of surface water storage have 
resulted in adverse changes to the hydrology and water quality of Lake 
Okeechobee and the Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie Rivers and their 
estuaries.”  “[I]mprovement to the hydrology, water quality, and 
associated aquatic habitats within the Lake Okeechobee watershed, the 
Caloosahatchee River watershed, and the St. Lucie River watershed, is 
essential to the protection of the greater Everglades ecosystem. ”  “[I]t is 
imperative for the state, local governments, and agricultural and 
environmental communities to commit to restoring and protecting the 
surface water resources of the Lake Okeechobee watershed, the 
Caloosahatchee River watershed, and the St. Lucie River watershed, and 
that a watershed-based approach to address these issues must be developed 
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and implemented immediately.” Sec. 373.4595(1) Fla. Stat. 
 

Recently the Florida Senate and the University of Florida entered an agreement to 
conduct a technical review of options to move water from Lake Okeechobee to the 
Everglades.   As part of this agreement, the Senate recognized that the flood control and 
water delivery system that serves Florida’s human population effectively also has caused 
considerable adverse impacts to the natural ecosystems of south Florida, including the St. 
Lucie Estuary, Caloosahatchee Estuary, Lake Okeechobee, and the Florida Everglades.  

 
“The analysis to be conducted pursuant to this agreement will include an 
inventory and assessment of current and proposed restoration plans 
developed by the state and federal agencies, as well as other plans 
proposed by stakeholders or identified by the review team. Examples of 
these plans include, dispersed water storage, Aquifer Storage and 
Recovery (ASR) wells, Stormwater Treatment Areas (STAs), the Central 
Everglades Planning Project (CEPP), Plan 6, and River of Grass planning 
process.”8  

The importance of land acquisition for Everglades restoration is recognized in the 
State’s primary land acquisition legislation, Florida Forever and Preservation 2000.  
“Many of Florida’s unique ecosystems, such as the Florida Everglades, are facing 
ecological collapse due to Florida’s burgeoning population growth and other economic 
activities. To preserve these valuable ecosystems for future generations, essential parcels 
of land must be acquired to facilitate ecosystem restoration.” “The continued alteration 
and development of Florida’s natural and rural areas to accommodate the state’s growing 
population have contributed to the degradation of water resources, the fragmentation and 
destruction of wildlife habitats, the loss of outdoor recreation space, and the 
diminishment of wetlands, forests, working landscapes, and coastal open space.  The 
potential development of Florida’s remaining natural areas and escalation of land values 
require government efforts to restore, bring under public protection, or acquire lands and 
water areas to preserve the state’s essential ecological functions and invaluable quality of 
life.  It is essential to protect the state’s ecosystems by promoting a more efficient use of 
land, to ensure opportunities for viable agricultural activities on working lands, and to 
promote vital rural and urban communities that support and produce development 
patterns consistent with natural resource protection.”  Sec. 259.105, Fla. Stat. See also 
Sec. 259.101, Fla. Stat. 

In addition, because of the adverse impact the proposed Sector Plan would have 
on the ability of the state to restore the southward flow of water to the southern 
Everglades and Florida Bay, it would adversely affect the Florida Keys, an Area of 
Critical State Concern.  For obvious reasons, plan amendments that adversely impact 
designated Areas of Critical State Concern under §380.05, Fla. Stat. easily qualify for 
state agency comment and compliance review.   

We now turn to the many areas in which the proposed Sector Plan is not “in 
                                                
8 Agreement Between the Florida Senate and the University of Florida Board of Trustees.  
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compliance” with Chapter 163.  
	  

II. The Sector Plan Violates the Requirement that Amendments be Based 
Upon Professionally Accepted Data and Analysis 

 
 A number of key statements and omissions in the Submittal Package render major 
aspects of the data and analysis not professionally accepted.  The proposed Sector Plan 
violates §163.3177(1)(f), Fla. Stat. because it is not based upon relevant and appropriate, 
professionally accepted, data and an analysis.   
 
 As a result of the deficiencies discussed below, because the Sector Plan would 
amend the Future Land Use Map to authorize substantial development intensities and 
densities over a very large expanse of land, it violates §163.3177(6)(a)2.d, Fla. Stat. 
because the amendment is not “based upon surveys, studies, and data regarding … [t]he 
availability of water supplies, public facilities, and services. For the same reason, the 
Sector Plan violates § 163.3177(6)(a)8.a, Fla. Stat., because the Sector Plan future land 
use map amendment is not “based upon … [a]n analysis of the availability of facilities 
and services.”  That analysis which does exist is not professionally accepted, and to the 
extent it does analyze the issues, the information does not support the amendment, but 
instead suggests that the land and infrastructure and service capacity is not suitable for 
the extent, locations and densities/ intensities of land uses and development to be 
authorized.  For this reason, the Sector Plan also violates §163.3177(6)(a)8.b, Fla. Stat., 
as it is not based upon an “analysis of the suitability of the plan amendment for its 
proposed use considering the character of the undeveloped land, soils, topography, [and] 
natural resources…on site.” 
 

The vague, conclusory statements identified below, unsupported by any actual 
empirical data, are not professionally accepted data and analysis. The same is true for 
those statements which are factually inaccurate. See, e.g.  Clay County v. Dep't of Comm. 
Affairs, 13 FALR 1457, 1462 (DCA Dec. Stmt. Mar. 11, 1991) (holding that population 
projections were not professionally accepted because they were based on subjective 
estimates not objective data, and contained errors); Moehle v. City of Cocoa Beach, et al, 
DOAH 96-5832GM (Oct. 20, 1997) (holding that a FLUM re-designation was not 
supported by the data and analysis where it was based on conclusory statements, and not 
actual empirical or other data.) (Rec. Order at 5). 

 
A. Water Supply  
 
Water scarcity is one of the existential threats to the Everglades and thus one of 

the primary objectives of Everglades Restoration is to resolve that crisis. Instead of 
preserving the land most strategically located to provide the substantial new water storage 
needed to increase the supply of water for people and ecosystems, the Sector Plan would 
instead place new development and water use demands in that very area. It should be 
found not in compliance for that reason alone. 

 
It is not clear at all where the water supply for the newly proposed massive 

development will come from.  Section 163.3245(3)a.2, Fla. Stat. requires, at a minimum, 
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a “general identification of the water supplies needed and available sources of water, 
including water resource development and water supply development projects, and water 
conservation measures needed to meet the projected demand of the future land uses in the 
long-term master plan.”  The Sector Plan does not meet this requirement.  It defers any 
meaningful analysis of this issue completely to the development order/DSAP stage. 
 

The County Staff Report for the Sector Plan says that an analysis and 
commitment for water and sewer demands will be required when individual development 
approvals are sought.9  A potable water demand of 9.83 MGD is projected.10 We question 
whether this projection of water demand might be unrealistically low.  

 
Even if that projection is not too low, it is not shown how that demand will be 

met. The water use analysis states that “[w]hen appropriate and  necessary,  development  
within  the  Sector  Plan will  apply  for  a  public  water  supply  consumptive  use permit  
for  an  allocation  from  the Floridan Aquifer. Rural Estates potable water demands will 
be met by utilizing properly constructed wells or package water treatment plants (Policy 
7.B.1.2). Irrigation usage will be met by properly constructed wells or surface water.”11 
“An impact analysis of the proposed groundwater withdrawals will be conducted during 
the consumptive use permitting process.”12   
 

The data and analysis that has been provided strongly suggests a major problem 
meeting the water supply demands of the proposed development. At the Aug 28, 2013 
FDEP pre-application meeting, consultant Steve Lamb said “SFWMD hasn’t been that 
excited about allowing utilities to convert the agricultural water source to the utility water 
source.”13  The notes of that meeting reflect that Mr. Lamb and DEP suggested that the 
Floridan aquifer would be best option14 for a water source but will require 
“RO/membrane treatment and brine disposal,” and the notes also reflect a statement that 
reuse may be a problem given the nutrient problem in the EAA.15  The notes of the pre-
application meeting with SFWMD on August 27, 2013 meeting reflect that Len Lindahl 
of SFWMD asked “where is water supply coming from?”16 That is a huge, basic, 
unanswered question. 

 
B. Flood Protection & Drainage 

 
The Sector Plan documents do not demonstrate that the lands are suitable relative 

to flood protection and drainage for the type of development allowed.  The Staff Report 
states that the subject lands are located in FEMA Flood Zones A and Z and that storm 
water management and mitigation requirements would be applied at the development 

                                                
9 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 5. 
10 Submittal package at 341/363 (Lamb & Assoc. Water Resources Analysis at 7). 
11 Submittal package at 341&344/363 (Lamb & Assoc. Water Resources Analysis at 7, 10).   
12 [Submittal package at 345 (Lamb & Assoc. Water Resources Analysis at 11). 
13 Submittal Package at p. 38.   
14 That this may be the “best” option obviously demonstrates nothing about its adequacy. 
15 Submittal Package at p. 38. 
16 Submittal Package at p. 39. 
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approval stage.17  The flood zone map is at page 116/363 of the Submittal Package.  The 
Environmental Analysis identifies many different soil types within the subject lands, with 
virtually all identified as poorly or very poorly drained.18  

 
Beyond that bare recitation of data, there is no meaningful analysis of the 

suitability of the subject area for the allowed development from a standpoint of flooding, 
drainage, storm water management, and related issues, including the potential 
implications of providing future drainage/flood protection for the contemplated 
development such as the potential impact on the Everglades, the estuaries, Lake 
Okeechobee, and other ecologically important areas.  As reflected in the submitted data 
and analysis (the notes from the Aug. 27 2013 pre-application meeting with SFWMD), 
the sparse information which is provided raises but does not answer the paramount 
question – “how do you convert water/ drainage area from Ag to developed land?”19  

 
C. Environmental Analysis 

  
Everglades ecosystem restoration impacts are specifically identified in Ch. 163 as 

matters of agency comment from FDEP. § 163.3184(3) (b) 3.a., Fla. Stat.  The Sector 
Plan’s data and analysis is factually incorrect relative to this issue of statewide 
importance.  The Environmental Analysis (EA) is not professionally accepted, and the 
Sector Plan’s future land uses are not based upon the character of the affected land and 
natural resources.  The Staff Report claims that the lands in the Sector Plan “are not 
regionally significant.”20  The underlying EA states that: 

 
• “There are no proposed acquisition areas within this portion of Hendry County. 

This attests to the lack of environmental sensitivity and regional significance of 
these lands….”21  

• “[L]and acquisition programs have identified various portions of Hendry County 
as environmentally and regionally significant; thus warranting these areas for 
acquisition and conservation…. None of these…include the portions of Hendry 
County that are the subject of the Sugar Hill Sector Plan.  This further attests to 
the lack of environmental sensitivity and regional significance of the lands within 
this part of Hendry County.”22 

  
While not mentioned in the submittal package, some of the land covered by the 

Sector Plan is subject to an option contract held by SFWMD for part of a critical 
Everglades Restoration project. The purchase options include an “Initial Non-Exclusive 
Option” consisting of approximately 46,800 acres that expires in October 2015 and the 
“Entire Option Property Non-Exclusive Option” consisting of approximately 153,000 
acres or the balance of that if the Initial Non-Exclusive Option is exercised, which 
                                                
17 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 5. 
18 Aug. 26 Submittal Package at 208-219/363 (Environmental Analysis p. E-1 to E-12). 
19 Submittal Package at p. 39, indicating unanswered question from Len Lindahl, SFWMD. 
20 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 6. 
21 Aug. 26 Submittal Package at 192/363 (EA p.1). 
22 Aug. 26 Submittal Package at 196/363 (EA p.5); A map of Conservation Lands is at Submittal Package 
pgs. 230-231/363 (EA Ex. K).  
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expires in October 2020.  SFWMD cannot pick and choose parcels within the layout and 
must acquire all or nothing for each option.23  

 
   The Sector Plan could significantly hinder SFWMD’s ability to purchase and 

use these lands to restore the Everglades.  Related to that purchase option, SFWMD has 
engaged in substantial planning for restoration project alternatives on the land. 

 
Despite the critical importance of Everglades restoration to the state, and the 

existence of the sales option contract and restoration planning for lands directly and 
indirectly affected by the Sector Plan, the Sector Plan documents wholly fail to even 
acknowledge the existence of SFWMD’s contractual rights and of the River of Grass 
project alternatives and underlying data and analysis.  There is no mention of the prior 
restoration/reservoir planning performed by SFWMD for the proposed acquisition lands 
or of the overlap of potential restoration projects with any of the areas for which the 
proposed Sector Plan would allow new development or other uses.  There is no analysis 
of the impact of the newly allowed land uses on the proposed land acquisition and 
restoration projects.   

 
The data and analysis that does exist, however, reveals that the Sector Plan has 

implications for restoration, although the analysis is surely woefully inadequate.  The pre-
application meeting notes from the FDEP meeting say that “FDEP asked how the Sector 
Plan property related to existing restoration projects and asked about the long term plan 
for the large southwest area of the sector plan area.”24  There is nothing mentioned about 
a response from the County, but there is a notation that “FDEP will send… [a] list of 
restoration projects.”  
 

One of the co-applicant’s, U.S. Sugar Corporation, acknowledges the existence of 
the current acquisition option right possessed by the state, explaining on its website that: 

 
• In 2008 U.S. Sugar entered into an agreement with the State of Florida to sell 

approximately 187,000 acres of land to the state for ecosystem restoration.  
• The agreement contains options to purchase another 153,000 acres for up to 10 

years should future economic conditions allow.25  
 

Independent science experts and SFWMD have determined that additional storage 
is needed south of Lake Okeechobee to fully restore the Everglades and resolve the 
ecological crisis plaguing the estuaries. The National Research Council of the National 
Academies in its third biennial report stated “increased water storage in the Everglades 
Agricultural Area (EAA) would help reduce harmful freshwater discharges from Lake 
Okeechobee to Florida’s coastal rivers and estuaries, and this excess water could be 
treated and redistributed to the south…the options for managing Lake Okeechobee could 

                                                
23 Second Amended and Restated Agreement for Sale and Purchase, p. 62, paragraphs 26(a) (ii) and (iii). 
24 FDEP 8.14.13.meeting (page 36 of the Submittal Package). 
25 http://www.ussugar.com/environment/environment.html. 
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also be improved, as harmful phosphorus flows would be prevented from entering the 
lake….”26  
 

While it is the responsibility of FDEP, in coordination with SFWMD, to provide 
to DEO with detailed information related to this issue, we believe that the relevant facts, 
which would be reflected in any professionally accepted data and analysis, are that: 
 

• SFWMD has an existing contractual right with an October 12, 2015 deadline to 
purchase lands within the boundaries of the Sector Plan that are ideally situated to 
send water south and further restoration efforts.  

• This land acquisition option “represents an unprecedented opportunity to protect 
and restore the Everglades in a way we never anticipated.”27  

• The existing water management and storage options developed by SFWMD under 
the River of Grass restoration planning process overlap with lands for which the 
Sector Plan would allow an increased range of uses and development densities 
and intensities. 

• The inability to locate those projects on this land would adversely impact 
Everglades’ restoration, which is an issue of statewide importance. 

• The land use changes in the proposed Sector Plan could impact SFWMD’s ability 
to effectuate the purchase. 
 
As for how the Sector Plan would govern the use of the contract lands, the Staff 

Report states that open space requirements consistent with plan Policies 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 
will be applied at the development approval stage.28 A review of those policies makes it 
evident that they do not require land to be preserved and/or restored for Everglades’ 
restoration.  They do not assure that open space would be maintained in locations, 
amounts, or otherwise to ensure the construction and maintenance of Everglades 
restoration projects.  There is no restoration or ecological objective, outcome, or result 
required. They do not even apply to the Long Term Agriculture and Natural Resource 
Management land use categories.  They allow many uses other than restoration to qualify 
as “open space”.   
 

D. Transportation Analysis 
 

The “Analysis of Infrastructure and Service Needs” portion of the submittal 
package fails to identify the full extent of the roadway demands the Sector Plan will 
create at full build-out.  The Staff Report almost completely defers the analysis of 
transportation demands to the development order stage, stating that the infrastructure 
impacts will be addressed in the future when the specific develop approval is granted.29  
 

                                                
26 National Research Council of the National Academies.  Progress Toward Restoring the Everglades: The 
Third Biennial Review p. 82, Washington, D.C.: The National Academies Press, 2010.   
27 http://my.sfwmd.gov/portal/page/portal/common/newsr/nr_2008_0814_water_managers_outline.pdf. 
28 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 7.   
29 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 4, 5; Submittal 
Package at 235/363 (Trans. Analysis Exec. Summ. at 1).   
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Instead of identifying all of the roads needed to accommodate the development 
the Sector Plan would allow, the support documents only analyze 30% of the first 20 
years of a 60 year build-out plan. A transportation analysis was done for the current 2035 
planning horizon for the comprehensive plan and “evaluated the transportation needs to 
support approximately 30% of the plan’s land uses in the next 20 years.”30  It is not clear 
what this means. The Staff Report states that the results of the analysis “determined that 
the planned needs network established for the area is essentially supportive of the 
demands of the Sector Plan.”  It is not clear what this means.  It reports that “[i]n addition 
to the currently identified long-range transportation needs, SR 29 south of SR 80 and CR 
846 in Immokalee may require additional capacity in the year 2035 to accommodate the 
projected travel demand.”  It also states that, “in the immediate vicinity of the Sector Plan 
property, US 27, SR 80 and the county road network are sufficient to support the 
projected capacity demand through 2035.”31  It is not clear that this means that the 
existing roads are sufficient to meet the projected demands from the Sector Plan until 
2035.  It is clear however, that US 27, SR 80, and the county roads would need to be 
expanded after 2035.  The Transportation Analysis references the “limitation on 
forecasting tools” to forecast the traffic generation for the full amount of development 
allowed by the Sector Plan, and thus projections were made for only 20 years out.32  The 
project will increase traffic in Palm Beach County.33  

  
The data and analysis fails to explain the full amount of roadway and other 

transportation infrastructure the Sector Plan would require and of the resulting adverse 
impacts on drainage and flooding, water quality, environmental restoration, or other 
issues.  
 

E. Land Use & Transportation Planning 
 

The fundamental premise of the data and analysis relative to land use and 
transportation planning is false, as the projections of impact incorrectly assumes that all 
of the land within the Sector Plan is contiguous. The Staff Report states that: 

 
“The location of the sector plan adjacent to major roadways, rail lines, and 
the Airglades International Airport provides established multi-modal 
transportation facilities and routes that will facilitate efficient planning and 
permitting of development …. The … [Sector Plan] also provide[s] 
guidelines for the improvement and expansion of those facilities, and the 
development of new multi-modal facilities as required by long-term 
development (Policy 3.2.2).  The contiguity of the land within the sector 
plan offers the chance for Hendry County to implement land planning and 
development on a landscape scale …. The mix of land uses within the 
sector plan encompasses intensities of development ranging from 

                                                
30 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 4. 
31 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 4, 5; Submittal 
package at 235/363 (Trans. Analysis, Exec. Summ. P. 1). 
32 Submittal package at 236 & 256/363 (Trans. Analysis Exec. Summ. P. 2; Analysis at p. 19).   
33 Submittal package at 251/363 (Trans. Analysis at 14). 
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Industrial Employment Centers to Natural Resource Management Areas to 
Long-Term Agriculture. Also included within the land uses are mixed-use 
urban and suburban centers, as well as rural suburban neighborhoods 
(Policy 3.2.2).”34  

The Sector Plan does not apply to a contiguous area of land, but instead to at least 
three separate areas, set apart from each other by substantial distances.  The “data and 
analysis” premise that the broad range of uses allowed collectively in all six land use 
categories will interact to create the type of modern center of life suggested by the 
analysis is obviously fatally flawed as a result.  

This leads to the next major flaw.  As further explained below, relative to each 
proposed land use category, the Sector Plan’s data and analysis is not professionally 
accepted because it fails to analyze data specific to each geographic area covered by each 
land use category and instead provides only the vaguest information about the entire 
43,000 acre, non-contiguous, Sector Plan area as a whole. “Employment Center” (EC) 
allows a very broad range of land uses, densities, and intensities over a very substantial 
amount of land without any actual “data and analysis” specific to those areas, which 
demonstrates that the areas to be designated EC are suitable for the allowed uses and 
intensities.  “Mixed Use-Urban” (MU-U), in the words of the Staff Report, “identifies 
areas suitable for a mix of residential and non-residential uses….”35  While this category 
would allow a very broad range of land uses, densities, and intensities over a very 
substantial amount of land, there is no actual “data and analysis” specific to those areas 
that affirmatively shows the areas to be designated MU-U are suitable for the allowed 
uses and intensities.  “Mixed Use-Suburban” (MU-S), in the words of the Staff Report, 
“identifies areas suitable for a transitional mix of residential and non-residential 
uses….”36  While this category would allow a very broad range of land uses, densities, 
and intensities over a very substantial amount of land, there is no actual “data and 
analysis” specific to those areas that affirmatively demonstrates the areas to be designated 
MU-S are suitable for the allowed uses and intensities.   “Rural Estates” (RE), in the 
words of the Staff Report, “identifies areas suitable for agriculture and rural residential 
uses….”37 There is no “data and analysis” specific to those areas that affirmatively 
demonstrates the designated areas are suitable for the allowed uses and densities.     

 
Next, the Staff Report claims that “[w]ithout a Sector Plan that provides the 

necessary protections, assurances and incentives for the landowners within this study 
area, the opportunity to develop a long–term, balanced plan may be lost to 
fragmentation.”38  There are no facts or analysis provided to support this claim.  Also, 
this statement inaccurately suggests that the Sector Plan establishes some specific natural 
resource protection, as opposed to simply providing some unidentified incentive for the 
landowners to do so voluntarily.  It fails to identify how the Sector Plan actually requires 

                                                
34 Aug. 26, 2014 Submittal Package at 135-136/ 363. 
35 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 2-3.   
36 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 3.   
37 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 3-4. 
38 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 1. 
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and assures any natural resource protection.   
 
F. Economic Development 

The County Staff Report claims that the Sector Plan “will incentivize businesses 
and development companies to locate in Hendry County by removing any barriers that 
may exist in the current land use designation.”39  There is no identification of any specific 
barrier to economic development currently existing in the Comprehensive Plan, which, as 
the DEO should know, has recently been amended to include two separate sector plans in 
the same general area: 

 
• The Rodina Sector Plan covers 26,000 acres including 21,000 dwelling 

units and 4.35 million square feet of non-residential space. 
• The Hendry County Sector Plan (also known as King Ranch) consists of 

23,600 acres including 23,000 dwelling units and 5 million square feet of 
non-residential space and other uses. 

 
Next, there is no identification, other than a reference to a speculative plan for 

privatization of the Airglades Airport, of any specific economic development opportunity 
that is planned for the areas affected by the Sector Plan.  
 

III. Lack of Areas Set Aside for Permanent Preservation 

Section 163.3245(3)(a)6., Fla. Stat. requires a Sector Plan to include binding 
policies for “the protection and, as appropriate, restoration and management of lands 
identified for permanent preservation through recordation of conservation easements.”  
This proposed Sector Plan does not comply with this requirement because it includes no 
binding requirements for preservation/restoration of any lands. The Staff report explains 
that the Sector Plan would “enhance” … “opportunities for the conservation of natural 
and cultural resources…”40 but the Sector Plan requires no permanent conservation areas.   

None of the provisions that would govern development in any of the proposed 
future land use categories require any ecological/restoration or related outcome of any 
authorized land use or development.  Notable, the Staff Report says the “Rural Estates” 
category “encourage[es] the set aside of significant areas of open space”41 but there is 
nothing that requires the setting aside of open space 

 
Importantly, this is also true of both of the land use categories that would 

ostensibly serve as the mechanisms for the permanent protection required by the Act.  In 
the Long Term Agriculture category, “mitigation banking for water, wetlands and 
species” are authorized, but not required land uses, and there is no mandated 
ecological/restoration or related objective/outcome of any authorized land use. Also, far 
from requiring preservation through permanent conservation easements, the Sector Plan 

                                                
39 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 2. 
40 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 1.   
41 8/19/14 Planning & Zoning Staff Memo re SEP 14-0001Sugar Hill Sector Plan, at p. 3-4.   
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seems to contemplate instead that the landowner would protect water, wetlands, or 
wildlife only through a mitigation bank. 

 
Just prior to transmittal of the Sector Plan, a new land use category was added - 

Natural Resource Management, which “identifies areas suitable for natural resource 
management and conservation of: 

 
• The larger (50 acres plus) isolated (surrounded by agricultural activities) 

wetland areas that are currently active as water management areas for the 
agricultural operations; and 

• Some larger (50 acres plus) isolated (surrounded by agricultural activities) 
mixed upland with wetland areas that typically have not been converted to 
agricultural production. 
 
The NRM provides for maintenance and management of areas suitable for 
natural resource management and conservation and are intended to 
continue to enhance the natural systems of these wetland areas and, where 
feasible, connect these NRM areas with future water management areas, 
pedestrian trails, blueways and landscaped open space areas. 
 
The NRM areas are suitable for habitat enhancement, appropriate water 
management (as determined through the SFWMD ERP permitting 
process) and passive recreational uses.  Additional suitable activities are 
wetland and other species habitat mitigation banking, water banking 
(storage and treatment), and related supporting uses. Development within 
areas designated NRM will occur in a manner that maintains the subject 
site’s viability as a natural resource management area while maintaining 
the surrounding land uses in a manner that is compatible with the NRM 
use.”42 
 
Map J, depicting all of these areas is found at Transmittal package at page 

162/363.  It shows as NRM approximately nine irregular shaped polygon areas, which, in 
contrast to the squared off boundaries of the other categories, appear to follow some sort 
of previously delineated boundary, such as a wetland delineation, are located wholly 
within other land use categories.  Some are along or within the eastern boundary of the 
southern Mixed Use-Suburban category (the southeastern one of two such designated 
areas), and the rest are close by, along or within the western boundary of the Mixed Use-
Suburban category (the southwesterly one, as compared to the second one to the north 
and east of that one). 

 
There are two failures of compliance. 
 
First, the County acknowledges that, because it was added just before transmittal, 

the data and analysis is incomplete for this category.  The Submittal letter says that: 
                                                
42 Aug. 27, 2014 “Transmittal” letter to DEO, from S. Parker, Public Works Director, Hendry County 
(emphasis added). 
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“A sixth land use category, Natural Resource Management, (NRM), was 
added after the LPA. ***Since some of the supporting documents were 
written based on the other five land use categories, there may be updates 
needed on the supporting documents in the application. Hendry County 
will work with the applicant to determine what will need to be updated 
prior to the adoption hearing.”43  
 
Third, the governing policies suggest that this land use category, instead of acting 

as the mechanism for permanent protection of natural resources, might instead simply be 
the title of the land use category placed over the water management system for whatever 
agricultural or development uses take place on the surrounding lands.  

 
The designated areas are not required to be preserved in perpetuity. Development 

is allowed. They are identified as suitable, but not limited to water management and 
mitigation.  They would allow landscaping (including exotic plants) and pedestrian trails.  
They may be used to provide the water management and mitigation required by the ERP 
process that would apply to the development allowed by the Sector Plan.  They protect 
nothing in perpetuity that would not otherwise be required under wetland permitting 
laws.  

 
The proposed policies that would apply to the Sector Plan’s land use categories 

completely ignore the requirement for, and the promise of large, landscape-scale land use 
planning, and permanent landscape-scale natural resource protection.  
 

We note, in closing on this point, the statutory mandate that “[i]n its review of a 
long-term master plan, the state land planning agency shall consult with the Department 
of Agriculture and Consumer Services, the Department of Environmental Protection, the 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, and the applicable water management 
district regarding the design of areas for protection and conservation of regionally 
significant natural resources and for the protection and, as appropriate, restoration and 
management of lands identified for permanent preservation.” §163.3245(3) (c), Fla. Stat.  

 
IV. The Sector Plan Provisions are Not Meaningful and Predictable 

 
 The Sector Plan violates the requirement in §163.3177(1), Fla. Stat to “establish 
meaningful and predictable standards for the use and development of land and … 
meaningful guidelines for the content of more detailed land development and use 
regulations.”   
 

The first such deficiency is shown above.  It is not possible to identify even the 
general areas within the 43,000 acres covered that will be preserved, protected or restored 
as a result of the Sector Plan.   

 
                                                
43 Aug. 27, 2014 “Transmittal” letter to DEO, from S. Parker, Public Works Director, Hendry County.  
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Below, we explain how many of other provisions of the Sector Plan fail to 
provide the requisite guidance to govern subsequent Land Development Regulation and 
Development Order decisions.  The headers below correspond to the numbers and titles 
of the proposed Goal, Objectives and Policies within the proposed Sector Plan, followed 
by a brief explanation of how the provision fails to comply with the law.  The actual text 
of the proposed provisions are not included, for the sake of brevity. 
 
Goal 3: Sugar Hill Sector Plan  

 
The standard to “minimize environmental impacts.” is meaningless, as there is no 

baseline measure and no environmental outcome or result stated. 
 
Policy 3.1.2: Supporting Uses 
 

This policy is not meaningful and predictable and fails to ensure the benefits of 
the mix of uses touted in the staff report, because a specific mix of uses necessary to 
create the type of development assumed in the data and analysis is not actually required, 
but instead simply, allowed and encouraged. 
 
 This policy is not meaningful and predictable, as it includes no definition or 
standard for what would constitute a “fiscally efficient development pattern” or “compact 
and cohesive urban form.” It also violates §163.3177(6)(a)1., which requires plan 
“objectives” to be “measureable.” 
 
Policy 3.2.2: Future Land Use Categories  
 
Employment Center  
 
 This policy is not meaningful and predictable as it governs the mix of uses to be 
authorized and /or required.  On one hand, the language suggests the identified range and 
mix of uses is mandatory (“To ensure an adequate mixture of employment generating 
uses, development within areas designated EC will be subject to the following land use 
mix”; and reference is made to “determining consistency with the above table”).  On the 
other hand, the relevant Table identifying the uses allowed and percentages is titled 
“Anticipated Employment Center Land Use Allocation.”  The ambiguity as to whether 
these allocations are mandatory or simply “expected” renders this policy meaningless and 
unpredictable.   
 
 Next, the language that “[t]he following will be considered typical uses consistent 
with the land uses listed in the Anticipated Employment Center Land Use Allocation 
table” fails to establish a meaningful and predictable standard, as it is thus unclear if this 
is an exclusive list of allowable uses or instead a “by way of example” list that would 
allow other uses that are not specifically identified to be approved as well.  In addition, 
this lack of clarity violates §163.3177(6)(a)1, which requires each future land use 
category to “include standards to be followed in the control and distribution of population 
densities and building and structure intensities.” 
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Mixed-Use Urban 
 

The reference to an “interconnected and multi-modal street systems” compact 
urban design and a broad mixture of uses” is qualified by the phrase “where appropriate 
and fiscally efficient” and is thus vague, meaningless, unpredictable, and unenforceable.  
Those phrases are themselves undefined and standard-less.  What constitutes an 
“interconnected and multi-modal street system,” “compact urban design,” and a “broad 
mixture of uses” could be just about anything.   Third, the language allows but does not 
require integration of housing with other uses.  Fourth, for the Mixed Use-Urban 
category, the range of residential density allowed is very wide (4 to 25 units per acre) 
with no binding policies determining whether the low, middle, or high end of that range 
will be appropriate.  
 
 Next, this policy is not meaningful and predictable for the same reason as it is for 
the Employment Center, as it governs the mix of uses to be authorized and/or required.  
On one hand, the language suggests the identified range and mix of uses is mandatory 
(“To ensure an adequate mixture of compatible uses, development within areas 
designated MU will be subject to the following land use mix;” and reference is made to 
“determining consistency with the above table”).  On the other hand, the relevant Table 
identifying the uses allowed and percentages is titled “Anticipated Mixed-Use Urban 
Land Use Allocation.”  The ambiguity as to whether the identified allocations are 
mandatory or simply “expected” renders this policy meaningless and unpredictable. 
 
 Finally, the language that “[t]he following will be considered typical uses 
consistent with the land uses listed in the anticipated Mixed-Use Urban Land Use 
Allocation table” fails to establish a meaningful and predictable standard, as it is unclear 
if this is an exclusive list of allowable uses or instead a “by way of example” list that 
would allow other uses that are not specifically identified to be approved as well.  This 
lack of clarity also violates §163.3177(6)(a)1., which requires each future land use 
category to “include standards to be followed in the control and distribution of population 
densities and building and structure intensities.” 
  
Mixed-Use Suburban 
 

The reference to an “interconnected and multi-modal street systems” compact 
urban design and a broad mixture of uses” is qualified by the phrase “where appropriate 
and fiscally efficient” and is thus vague, meaningless, unpredictable, and unenforceable.  
Those phrases are themselves undefined and standard-less.  What constitutes an 
“interconnected and multi-modal street system,” “compact urban design,” and a “broad 
mixture of uses” could be just about anything.  Third, the language allows but does not 
require integration of housing with other uses.  

 
 Next, this policy is not meaningful and predictable as it governs the mix of uses to 
be authorized and/or required.  On one hand, the language suggests the identified range 
and mix of uses is mandatory (“To ensure an adequate mixture of compatible uses, 
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development within areas designated MS will be subject to the following land use mix”; 
and reference is made to “determining consistency with the above table”).  On the other 
hand, the relevant Table identifying the uses allowed and percentages is titled 
“Anticipated Mixed-Use Suburban Land Use Allocation.”  The ambiguity as to whether 
these allocations are mandatory or simply “hoped for” renders this policy meaningless 
and unpredictable.   
 
 Finally, the language that “[t]he following will be considered typical uses 
consistent with the land uses listed in the Anticipated Mixed-Use Suburban Land Use 
Allocation table” fails to establish a meaningful and predictable standard, as it is unclear 
if this is an exclusive list of allowable uses or instead a “by way of example” list that 
would allow other uses that are not specifically identified to be approved as well.  In 
addition, this lack of clarity violates §163.3177(6)(a)1., which requires each future land 
use category to “include standards to be followed in the control and distribution of 
population densities and building and structure intensities.” 
 
Rural Estates  
 

The residential densities allowed are classic urban sprawl densities, not nearly the 
type of compact, efficient densities the statute intends.  

 
Next, the definition of clustering consists of vague and unenforceable words that 

will mean very different things to different planners.  The size threshold is too small by 
orders of magnitude to assure intact open space of any adequate size to support 
meaningful agricultural or natural functions.  In fact, there is no qualitative standard 
whatsoever – i.e. that the clustering leave open space that is adequate to provide any sort 
of function.  There is nothing in this language that requires any ecological/restoration or 
related outcome of any authorized land use or development.  For a Sector Plan to 
“encourage” an outcome is unenforceable, and the terms of what is to be “encouraged” – 
“the set aside of significant areas of open space” are not nearly specific enough to ensure 
any actual protection/restoration outcome.  
 
Long-Term Agriculture 
  
 Long-Term Agriculture would allow unidentified “supporting uses” for 
“agriculture and/or silviculture activities, mitigation banking for water, wetlands and 
species and related, supporting, uses regardless of intensity.” This violates 
§163.3177(6)(a)1., which requires each future land use category to “include standards to 
be followed in the control and distribution of population densities and building and 
structure intensities.” 

 
The lack of any limit on the intensity of any land use that could be “supporting” 

agriculture or mitigation banking raises an obvious issue of allowing very intense uses 
that are in essence industrial in nature given their use as part of a large industrial 
agricultural operation related to intensive farming, biomass production, or other uses 
falling under the undefined and broad heading of “agriculture.”  
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Natural Resource Management  
 

The list of allowable uses is not meaningful and predictable. By stating that the 
“[t]ypical uses within the NRM category will include…” the policy makes it unclear if 
this is an exclusive list of allowable uses or instead a “by way of example” list that would 
allow other uses that are not specifically identified to be approved as well.  In addition, 
this lack of clarity violates §163.3177(6)(a)1, which requires each future land use 
category to “include standards to be followed in the control and distribution of population 
densities and building and structure intensities.” 

 
Policy 3.2.5: Urban Form  
 

This policy, qualified by the phrase “where appropriate and fiscally efficient,” is 
not meaningful and predictable, as it clearly vests completely unbridled discretion for the 
County to decide that is not appropriate for the requirement to apply.  
 

Next, the vague, undefined references to “a broad range of housing options,” 
“easy access to housing,” and “encourage[ing] internal [transportation trip] capture” have 
no objective or enforceable measures. 
 
Objective 3.3: Mobility  

 
This objective is not meaningful and predictable for the same essential reasons as 

proposed Policy 3.2.5. It also violates §163.3177(6)(a)1., which requires plan 
“objectives” to be “measureable.” 
 
Policy 3.3.2: Pedestrian Facilities  
 

This policy, qualified by the phrase “where appropriate and fiscally efficient” is 
not meaningful and predictable, as it clearly vests completely unbridled discretion for the 
County to decide that is not “appropriate” for the requirement to apply or that it would 
not be “fiscally efficient” to apply this requirement.  
 
Policy 3.3.4: Transit  

 
This policy, qualified by the phrase “where appropriate” is not meaningful and 

predictable, as it clearly vests completely unbridled discretion for the County to decide 
that is not “appropriate” for the requirement to apply.  

 
Policy 3.3.6: Connectivity  

 
This policy, qualified by the phrase “where appropriate and fiscally efficient” is 

not meaningful and predictable, as it clearly vests completely unbridled discretion for the 
County to decide that is not “appropriate” for the requirement to apply or that it would 
not be “fiscally efficient” to apply this requirement.  
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Objective 3.4: Environmental Resources and Open Space 
 

This objective is not meaningful and predictable. “Protect” could mean anything 
from “fully preserve” to “preserve 1%” and “fiscally efficient” could mean anything, and 
the entire requirement, whatever it is, is qualified so as to provide unbridled discretion for 
the County to waive it upon deciding that it is not “appropriate” or it would cost the 
landowner any amount of money or profit to provide this protection. 

 
It also violates §163.3177(6)(a)1., Fla. Stat. which requires plan “objectives” to be 

“measureable.” 
 
Policy 3.4.2: Creation of Master Open Space Network  
 

This policy is not meaningful and predictable. The requirement, whatever it is, is 
qualified so as to provide unbridled discretion for the County to waive it upon deciding 
that it is not “appropriate” or it would cost the landowner any amount of money or profit 
to provide this protection. “Fiscally efficient” could mean anything. 
 
Policy 3.4.4: Reduced Landscape Irrigation Demands  
 

This policy is not meaningful and predictable as a result of the qualifier 
“if…fiscally efficient,” which is undefined. 
 
Policy 3.8.2: DSAPs Less Than 1,000 Acres  
 

One thousand acres is an enormous threshold, and this policy gives the County 
Administrator carte blanche to waive any or all reports or studies.  The absence of 
standards or findings to govern this decision may render this policy an unlawful 
delegation of legislative authority and void for vagueness. 
 
Policy 3.8.3: DSAP Conditions of Approval 
 

This policy is not meaningful and predictable.  On its face, it appears to allow the 
County Commission to waive and replace the DSAP conditions required by the plan with 
unidentified “alternative conditions.” The absence of standards to govern this decision 
may render this policy an unlawful delegation of legislative authority and void for 
vagueness.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 In addition to the points raised above, the Sector Plan, is inconsistent with 
§163.3177(4)(a), Fla. Stat., which states that coordination of the local comprehensive 
plan with the comprehensive plans of adjacent municipalities, … adjacent counties, or the 
region; with the appropriate water management district’s regional water supply plans … 
shall be a major objective of the local comprehensive planning process.” That statute also 
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requires “a specific policy statement indicating the relationship of the proposed 
development of the area to the comprehensive plans of adjacent municipalities … 
adjacent counties, or the region….” No such policy is found in the Sector Plan.   Given 
the size and regionally – important location of the affected lands, this is an important 
omission. 
 
 Next, viewing the implications of the Sector Plan comprehensively, on balance 
the Sector Plan as a whole is inconsistent with the requirement that it be “based upon” 
relevant data and analysis.  Section 163.3177(1)(f), Fla. Stat., explains that “[t]o be based 
on data means to react to it in an appropriate way and to the extent necessary indicated by 
the data available on that particular subject at the time of adoption of the plan or plan 
amendment at issue.”  The vast amount and variety of the land uses allowed by the Sector 
plan, as well as the density and intensity of that use, goes way beyond any demonstrated 
purpose or justification (even acknowledging the lack of a strict “population – based or 
other “needs” requirement for Sector Plans), including the issue of economic 
development. Those extensive uses and intensities however, go way beyond what the data 
and analysis demonstrates is appropriate for the subject land. On the other hand, given the 
highly questionable suitability of the affected lands for the allowed uses, the governing 
objectives and policies that would ensure that development protected and did not 
jeopardize the critical Everglades restoration and other water management needs in the 
region are virtually non-existent.  They surely do not “react to it in an appropriate way 
and to the extent necessary indicated by the data.” 
 
 The potential for this Sector Plan to compromise the ability of the State of Florida 
to successfully restore the Everglades is inconsistent with the intent of the Act to 
“encourage the most appropriate use of land, water, and resources, consistent with the 
public interest; overcome present handicaps; and deal effectively with future problems 
that may result from the use and development of land.” §163.3161(4), Fla. Stat. 
 

Ultimately, this proposed Sector Plan completely ignores the basic legislative 
intent of the Sector Plan law, which is “intended to promote and encourage long-term 
planning for conservation, development, and agriculture on a landscape scale…to 
facilitate protection of regionally significant resources, … and … avoid duplication of 
effort in terms of the level of data and analysis required for a development of regional 
impact, while ensuring the adequate mitigation of impacts to applicable regional 
resources and facilities….”  §163.3245(1), Fla. Stat.  Sector Plans are also required “to 
emphasize …protection of regionally significant resources….” Id.  Instead, this Sector 
Plan completely ignores the very existence of the Everglades (a regionally significant 
resource) and the potential impact that the contemplated development could have on the 
region within which it lies. It erroneously assumes there is nothing to protect. As to 
avoiding duplication with the DRI process, the Sector Plan fails to meet the general data 
and analysis requirements applicable to any plan amendment, let alone come anywhere 
close to providing the level of detailed information required of a DRI. 
 
 Finally, we note in closing that proposed Policy 3.2.1 establishes the 25,000,000 
square feet of nonresidential uses and 18,000 residential units as merely an “initial” 
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phase of development and contemplates even more development on the affected lands, as 
a result of future, additional, planning decisions. While our comments an observations 
have been limited to the amount and types of development actually authorized by the 
Sector plan now, it is clear that the approval of the Sector Plan will have major 
implications for this region well beyond what can be imagined or planned for now. This 
speculative land use decision cannot be allowed to trump, in time or priority, the long-
overdue and critical need to implement the water management projects that are essential 
to restoring Florida’s Everglades and the Caloosahatchee and St. Lucie Estuaries. 
 

 We thank you for your consideration of these comments, and urge the Department 
to ensure that this Sector Plan not be allowed to adversely affect the state priority to 
restore the Florida Everglades, a resource and facility of enormous statewide importance.  
 
 Sincerely 

  
Lisa Interlandi,  

 Everglades Law Center 
 
cc: Secretary Herschel T. Vinyard Jr., FDEP 
 Blake Guillory, SFWMD 

Karson Turner Chair, Hendry County Commission 
S. Parker, Public Works Director, Hendry County 
Cara Capp, National Parks Conservation Association 

 Manley Fuller, Fla. Wildlife Federation 
Frank Jackalone, Sierra Club 

 Rhonda Roff 
Rae Ann Wessel, Sanibel Captiva Conservation Alliance 


